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CUrrent and Future Requirements tor
the U.. ot Radio Frequencies In the
United Stat..

National Telecommunications
and Information Administration (NTIA).
Commerce.
ACTION: Notice of inquiry; Request for
comments.
AGENCY:

SUMMARY: NTIA Is conducting a
broadly-based investigation of future
requirements for the use of the radio
frequency spectrum in the United States.
and technology trends that would
Impact use of the radio spectrum. Public
comment Is requested on issues relevant
to such an Investigation. Additionally,
comments are requested on issues
concerning Intemational
Telecommunication Union radio
conferences. such as the 1992 World
Administrative Radio Conference. After
analyzing the comments. NTIA intends
to issue a report on national spectrum
requirements and technologies and use
the information and analysis as the
basis for more effective long-range
planning for national spectrum
. management.
DATES: Comments should be filed on or
before October 1. 1992, and Reply
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Street and Constitution Avenue NW.,
room 4099, Washington, DC 20230.
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I. Introduction
1. In this Notice of Inquiry (Notice),
the National Telecommunications and
Information Administration (NTIA)
requests broadly-based technical and
marketplace information on spectrum
requirements 1 for different radio

services and classes of users over the
next ten years. We are requesting this
information from users, manufacturers
and service providers in the private
sector. a.s well as usel'll, system
developers. and system m.a nagers in
federal. state. and local governments.
No person is required 10 supply specific
information pertaining to the
commenter, other than that necessary
for self-identification. as a condition to
NTIA'. full consideration of the
comment. NTIA intends to use the
information we obtain in response to
this Notice to develop more effective
planning for U.S. spectrum management
and to issue a report on national
spectrum requirements.
2. Response. should include
Information on: New, currently
unsatisfied spectrum requirements;
current uses that will diminish with
time; current uses of continuing or
increasing dimensions; and future
spectrum usel now in the early stages of
formulation. Further. responses should
include information on the amount of
bandwidth and spectrum location
required to satisfy various
telecommunications needs. In most
cases, this could be best stated in terms
of the size of the user base by radio
service, the estimated volume of
information flow, the estimated amount
of spectrum required, and the technical
methods or procedures used to equate
the telecommunications needs with the
stated spectrum requirement.
3. Responses should include
information. if available, on how new,
currently unsatisfied spectrum
requirements are being met in other
countries (if they are being met) as well
as any other current or anticipated
spectrum allocation decisions abroad
which will impact upon U.S. decisions.
4. Until recently, advanCing
technology has kept ahead of the
demand for spectrum. As demand has
increased. developing technology has
resulted in radios that can perform the
functions of earlier systems at higher.
less used frequencies. or with decreased
bandwidth at the same frequency.
Moreover, advanced coding and spread
spectrum techniques can permit
multiple, concurrent uses of a single
frequency band. Now, demand for
spectrum is growing rapidly, from both
expanded use of current services like
digital cellular radio-telephone, and the
development of new uses, such as
personal communication systems (PCS).
digital audio broadcastingJDAB). and
advanced television (ATV). However.

I The tenn "spectrum requirement .. as u.ed herein
means generally .pectrum required or needed.
under .tated condItions. to .upportthe

accomplishment of a goal. misaion. or busine ..
function consistent with efficient and effective use
of the spectrum.

fOR FURTHER INfORMAnON CONTACT:

W. Russel Slye, 202-377-1650, or Rob
Haines, 301-261-i1OO2. Office of
Spectrum Management.
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the technical advances in spectrum
conserving techniques needed to meet
that demand may be pushing the limits
of practicality, at least in the short term.
5. This Notice will week to identify
major technical and marketplace trends
affecting spectrum usage, including the
increased demand anticipaled for
various services (such as mobile radio),
and any associated increased
requirement for spectrum: how the use
of new spectrum-based systems will be
implemented: and the extent t.o which
certain CWTent spectrum requirements
can be satisfied using other transmission
media. As discussed in detail below, we
seek Ipecific comments on these
technical and marketplace issues.
8. In examining both private sector
and government needs in this Notice,
spectrum requirements for systems
supporting national security operations
will continue to have a high priority.
NTIA will work closely with the U.S.
military aervices and other federal
government agencies involved in
national security regarding spectrum
requirements that are of a classified
nature. Classified spectrum
requirements will not be included in the
report resulting from this Notice. but we
anticipate that they will be available to
NTIA for analysis and evaluation in
cases where potential spectrum
allocation or frequency sharing options
may impact these requirements.
7. Although we are seeking technical
information on spectrum requirements.
we are not soliciting requests for
specific frequencies to support a
commenter's individual radio systems or
networka. We also do not seek to
reexamine the fundamental policy
issues considered in the NTIA Spectrum
Notice a and addressed in the NTIA
Spectrum study.a Responses to the
questions in this Notice should, as much
as possible. also take into account the
decisions made at the February 1992
World Administrative Radio Conference

I Comprehensive Policy Review of Use and
Manasement of the Radio Frequency Spectrum.
Notice of Inquiry. 54 FR 50.1194 (19891 (hereinafter

NT/A Spectrum Nolicel.
• National Telecommunication. and Infonnation
Adminiltralion. U.S. Dep't of Commerce. Special
Pub. No. 91-23. U.S. Spectrum Management Policy:
Agenda for the Future (Feb. 1991) (hereinafter NTIA
Spectrum Study).
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(W ARC-92),· and current proceedings
of the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) that may lead to
domestic spectrum reallocation.
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B. Recent NTIA Spectrum Planning
Efforts
9. NTIA recently completed a
comprehensive study recommending
fundamental changes to the existing
II. Background
spectrum management system in the
A. NT/A's Telecommunications Role
United States. The NTIA Spectrum
Study contains a number of proposala
8. The Communications Act of 1934
(the Act) e established the FCC and gave regarding planning for innovative uses
it the authority to assign frequencies to
of the spectrum and emphasized "the
importance of long-range planning by
all radio stations in the United States,
except for those belonging to the federal the FCC and NTIA· •• to anticipate
user needs and to avoid unnecessary
government. Under section 305 of the
conflicts among proposed uses." II The
Act, the President is authorized to
report also states that:
assign the frequencies to federal
NTlA will move to open its process
government stations. The President has
delegated this authoritY to the Secretary of managing federal government
of Commerce, who has in tum delegated spectrum use to permit a greater degree
of public participation· ••. 10
it to the Administrator of NTIA.1
When practical, NTIA will publicize,
Section 2-401 of Executive Order 12,046
and seek public comment on. major new
provides that "[t)he Secretary of
Commerce shall serve as the President's policy proposals that could significantly
principal adviser on telecommunications affect the private sector· • • .11
To aid in long-range planning
policies pertaining to the Nation's
through forecasting, NTIA and the FCC
economic and technological
should draw expert input from their
advancement and to the regulation of
constituent users to attempt to predict
the telecommunications industry." •
spectrum requirements for five yean,
Thus, NTIA. on behalf of the Secretary
ten yean, and beyond. Users should
of Commerce. develops
identify specific trends and new
telecommunications policies in the
technologies. • ·.11
overall national interest, rather than
NTlA and the FCC should seek to
limiting its scope to the interests of
institute a coordinated. strategic. longfederal government agencies. In
range planning proceSL A two- to fivecoordination with the Department of
year planning cycle should be
State and the FCC, NTIA develops
established. • •. 11
plans, policies and programs which
NTIA and the FCC should seek to
relate to international
modify [the block allocation system) in
telecommunications issues. NTlA
the next decade to increase flexibility. 14
conducts studies and evaluations
10. NTIA. on behalf of the Department
concerning telecommunications research
of Commerce, is also required to
and development. and ensures that
"[d)evelop, in cooperation with the
Executive Branch views on
Federal Communications Commission. a
telecommunications matters are
comprehensive long-range plan for
effectively presented to the Congress.
improved management of all
the FCC, and the public.
electromagnetic spectrum resources."1II
NTIA has published editions of the
• Decilion. of WARC-92. 81 detailed In the Final
Long-Range Plan for Management and
Act. of the conference. Will cha,. portion. of the
Intemational Telecommunication Union (lTU) Table Use of the Spectrum (LRP) in 1986. 1988,
of Frequency Allocationl. The U.s. National Table
and 1989. 111 The later editions
of Frequency Allocation. will all.o reflect
increasingly have emphalized goal,
appropriate revi,ionl from WARC-82. Intemational
policies. and plans primarily for federal
Telecommunication Union. Final Actl of the World
Administrative Radio Conference (WARC-92)
spectrum management processes
.
(19921 [hereinafter WARC-e2 Final Actll.
because of a lack of detailed private
• See. e.g .. Redevelopment of Spectrum to
sector information on spectrum
Encourage Innovation in the Uae of New
requirements.
Telecommunlcationa Technolosie •• ET Docket No.
I

92-41.7 FCC Rcd 1542 (released Feb. 7. 1991)
[hereinafter Eme'1j,"g Technology Rulemakinsl:
Amendment of the Commiuion'l Ruletl to Eatablilh
New Personal Communicationl Servicetl. Gen.
Docket No. 00-314. 5 FCC Rcd 3995 (released JUDe
23. 1990) Iherelnafter PCS Docket): Sped1Um
Efllclency in Ibe PriV"t~ Land Mobile Radlo Banda
In Ute Prior to 1968. PR Docket No. 91-170.11 FCC
Red 41211 (rele.aed July 2. 19911.
• 47 U.S.C. 151 elseq.
, See Exec. Order No. 120411. al amended.
reprinted in 47 U.S.C. I 305 n. (1989): U.S. Dep't of
Commerce. Departmenl Organization Orden 10-10
and~7.

• Exec. Order No. 120411. supra note 7.
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, I'n1A Spec:IrUm Study• • upra note 3. et Z.
ID/d. ell.
I'/d. at3.

"Id. alll.
II/d..
"Id. al5
.. Exec. Order No. 12048. supra note 7. Iz-tOII.
National Telecommunicationa and Information
Adminiltration. U.S. Dep'l oC Commerce. Special
Pub. No. 89-22. Long Range Plan Cor Management
and Use of the Radio Spectrum by Agenaetl and
EalabUlhrnenta of lhe Federal Government (June
1989).
II
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11. Several bills currently under
consideration in Congress also address
planning for the accommodation of
emerging telecommunications
technologies. 11 These bills require that
the Secretary of Commerce (or the
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for
Communications and Information) meet
twice a year with the Chairman of the
FCC to conduct joint spectrum
planning. 11 The FCC and the
Department of Commerce would also be
required to submit a joint annual report
to Congress on their joint spectrum
planning activities, including
recommendations for action developed
pursuant to such activities. 111

C. Strategic Long-Ronge National
Planning and Spectrum Reform
12. NTIA has consistently advocated
reform of the spectrum management
process through greater use of flexible,
market-based mechanisms and better
long-range planning for spectrum
management. These policy goals are
closely related. Greater reliance on
market incentives. through such reforms
88 competitive bidding for spectrum
licenses aD and more flexibility for
llcensees to use and transfer
spectrum. u can help to ensure that
spectrum. a renewable but limited
resource, is used most efficiently to
serve user needs.
13. At the same time, improve
planning by NTIA and the FCC can ease
the transition from the current highly
centralized U.S. management sy.tem to
one that relies more on maricat
principles. by pennittingmodificatioD of
existing spectrum allocations in an
organized, non-disruptive way. In
particular, such planning help. ensure
that adequate spectrum will continue to
be available for public safety needs,
other non-commercial uses such as
amateur radio and scientific research.
and local. state, and federal government
uses. Moreover, improved planning is
essential for the U.S. government to
represent effectively the interests of all
U.s. spectrum users in intemational
spectrum negotiations. Such planning is
especially important to pennit the
presentation of consistent policies In
" HJl. 1407. Emerging TelecommunicaUona
TechnoIQ8iea Ad 19111. 102d Cong.. la1 Sea.
(19911; s. n8. Emerging Telecommllllicalloow
TechnolCflia Act of 19111. 102d Cong.. III Sea.
(1991): and HA 531.1!mer!!1n1 TelecomJllanlcatlollll
TechnoIQ8iea Act of 19111. 102d Cong.. lit Sea.
(19111).
"Id.. l3{a) of eac:.b BIlL
.. Id.. 13(b) of each Bill.
ID See. HR 1407. supra nete 17: NTIA SpectNIII
Study. wpra note 3. at 11&-118.
II See NTtA Spectram Study • • upra note '- 81711B4: Emerging Technologlea inquiry. supra nole 5•

or
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such forums as the new series of
biennial World Administrative Radio
Conferences recommended by the High
Level Committee of the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU). Thus.
the long-range planning effort that this
Notice supports ca.n aid spectrum reform
in the United States generally.
14. this Notice is thus a natW'al
outgrowth of the recommendations of
the NTIA Spectrum Study regarding
planning. market-based spectrum
management. and open interchange of
information with the public. the lTU
regulatory development processes (e.g .•
WARC-92). oW' earlier long-range
planning efforts. and the Interest In
planning displayed by Congress. The
information received in response to this
Notice will be used to identify national
spectrum requirements. identify
technology trends that impact the use of
the spectrum. and plan for the
accommodation of new radio systems,at
The spectrum planning we contemplate
wUl consider both the implementation of
market-based and other innovative
spectnl\n management techniques. and
the changes to the traditional regulatory
proceasel necelsary to implement auch
techniquel while maintaining effective
regulatory oversight.
15. Based on .the responses to this
Notice and oW' own analysis. NTIA
intends to prepare a "requirements
study" to help identify national
spectrum requirements and technology
trends. U The study will be prepared in
• consultation with the FCC,24 the
Interdepartment Radio Advisory
Committee (IRAC),2D and the Spectrum
Planning Advisory Committee (SPAC).2a
The "requirements" study will specify:
(a) Anticipated national spectrum
requirements. (bl a forecast of
radiocommunication technology and
trends. and (cl the future spectrum
requirements that should be addressed
IS NTIA e"pect. that thi .... rie. of .tudie. will be
amons the input. to the p"'paratory procel' for the
new lerie. of biannial World Admini.trative Radio
Confe",nce. mentioned IUpro para. 13.
IS All data collected al a ","ull of thio Notice will
be made available to the FCC for their Ule in
spectrum plannins.
.. The FCC conlullation will involve the
Admini.ttator of NTlA. the Chairman of the FCC.
end appropriate Itaff. See NTlA Spectrum Study.
supra note 3. at S. whe... this group i. called the
Joint Strategic Planning Council.
.. The lRAC i. an advilory committee consi.llng
of rt!preoeatativel from 20 federal government
agenciel and a liaiean member from the FCC. The
IRAC advioel NTlA on opectrum.",lated matters
and a ..iot. in the development of federal epecttum
policieo and the all'gnment of f"'quencieo to
federal government entitiel.
I I The SPAC il an advisory committee under the
Federal Advilory Committee Act (FACAI. S
U.S.C.A. app. 2 ~9 (Supp. 19921. SPAC consilt. of 15
members from the private lector and 4 members
from the federal government.
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by the FCC and NTlA.27 Depending on
the record that we obtain in this
proceeding. we may undertake
additional detailed investigations of the
technical. policy. and economic factors
affecting the potential of
accommodating specific new radio
services in the cUJ'rently allocated
frequency bands.
m. Are.. or Inquiry

A. National Spectrum Requirements
16. Within this are of inquiry. NTIA
solicits broadly-based technical and
marketplace information concerning the
future requirements for the use of the
radio frequency spectrum in the United
States. including requirements for
sYltems that have international
operations and implications. The
specific information we seek for each
group of radio servicel includes: How
much spectrum does each require. and
what are the technical methods or
procedures used to calculate this
requirement? When will any additional
spectrum be required or excess be
available for other uses? Are there any
requirements limited to specific
geographic areas? Can these
requirements be satisfied in bands
shared with other services and classes
of users? For a given service. with which
services or types of services can
frequency resources not be shared? If no
sharing is possible. why? Are there
physical limitations that preclude the
use of particular portions of the radio
spectrum? What alternatives to
spectrum use are available to meet a
requirement? Responses should include
information on new. currently
unsatisfied spectrum requirements.
cUJ'rent uses that will diminish with
time. cUJ'rent uses of continuing or
increasing importance. and future
spectrum uses now in the early stages of
formulation. The following paragraphs
indica.te specific additionai information
of interest to NTIA for each group of
services.
1. Mobile and Mobile-Satellite Services
17. The mobile service is a
"radiocommunication service between
mobile and land stations. or between
mobile stations." 21 This includes the
IT Thil "'port will provide a bali. on which the
FCC can initiate it. own inquirieo al recommended
by Ihe NTlA Spectrum Study. 9Upro note 3. at 169.
178.
I I National Telecommunication. and Information
Adminiltration. U.S. Dep't of Commerce. Manual of
Regulationl" Procedu"," for Federal Radio
Frequency Management. t 8.1.1 at ~ (May 1989
ed .. rev. through Sep!. 1991llhe",inafter NT/A
ManualJ· The NTIA Manual an all changeo to it are
incorporated by refe",nce in 47 CFR 300.1 119901.
The NTIA Manual defines a land Jlation as: "A
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conventional dispatch-Oriented lando.
maritime-, and aeronautical-mobile
services and the newer public-switched
operations like cellular radio and PCS.
Mobile service is used by the federal.
state. and localgovemment sector for
may purposes. including such critical
areas as national defense. law
enforcement. public safety. and air
trafflc control. The private sector uses
the mobile service to satisfy a myriad of
communications reqUirements. including
specialized needs such as electronic
news gathering. aeronautical passenger
communications. and.biomedical
telemetry.
18. Although mobile
racliocommunication applications have
been in use for most of this century. only
in recent years have we seen their
tremendous growth. This expansion has
been stimulated both by technological
advances and by Increased demand for
mobile services. In comments on the
NTIA Spectrum Notice. several
organizations predicted serious
spectnun shortfalls for mobile services
in the near future.a. However. one
organization commented that this
Ihortage was more a perception than a
reality. and that the lack resulted from
resistance to the use of more efficient
digital technologies. n Some have also
postulated that a part of any spectrum
shortage can be attributed to undue
re81llatory constraints on how the
spectrum can be used.:U The FCC itself
has expressed concerns about the
effects of its regulations on efficient
spectrum use for mobile services and is
presently investigating the elimination
or certain regulatory constraints now
imposed on the frequency bands below
470 MHz that are used by Private Land
Mobile Radio Service (PLMRS)
licensees. n
19. In the 1980s. mobile-satellite
service technology advanced from initial
concepts to practical system designs
and service demonstrations. Now. in the
early 1990s. successful implementation
of the mobile-satellite service. in many
different forms. is expected at the
national and international levels. The
.tation in the mobile service not intended to be used
while in motion" [e.8" 8 bale .tation or 8 "'peater,.
NTlA Manual. lupra t 8.1 .1 at &-7.
.. Seft. e.g.. Commenll of Advanced
MobileComm. Inc. at 'El. Commento of Ulnd Mobile
Communication. Council at iii. and Commenl. of
MOlorola Inc. at 22-24 NTIA Spectrum Notice. lupra
note 2.
.
•• Comment. of Personal Radio Steering Group at
2. NTlA Spectrum Notice .• upra note 2.
>I Gildar. What Spectrum Shortage? Forbes
Mallazine. May 'El. 1991. at 324. 324.
.. Spectrum Efficiency in the Private Ulnd Mobile
Radio Bands In Use Prior to 1988. 8 FCC Red 4126
(1991 J ,hereinafter Refarming Inquiry).
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of W ARC-e2 decisions on the
,oint-to-point radiocommunicationa
Include land lines and satenite
development of mobile services and
communications. In many
future requirements? When will
worldwide personal. mobile voice and
telecommunications networks. fiber
data communications services become
optic cablea are replacing fixed point-topoint microwave syatams. especially in
technically and economically feasible
and widely available to the public?
and between city centers and other
communications hubs and in areas
Information conceming the expected
ulers of the service and the number of
where rights-of-way for cable laying can
be mexpenaively obtained.I.
projected users il also requelted.
22. To what extent can mobile aervice
25. To what extent will alternative
requirements be latiafied in bands
transmisaioD media replace fixed
shared by severa.l classes of u.sers and
microwave lervice? If lu.ch replacement
by different servicea? With which
occurs. what ahould be dODa with any
services or types of services can
unused frequencie8?1T Could UDUied
frequency l'81OU1'C8t1 not be shared? If DO microwava banda alIocataci to the fixed
aharing is possible. why? Are there any
aervic:e be geographically ahared with
reasons for or benefits to reatricting
other services in a practica1lD81UU1d ' •
certain freqa.ency banda to terrestrial
What factors tend todiacourqa the usa
mobile servicel. rather than sharins the
of fiber optic cabla. as an altenaative to
band with the mobil. .atellite service? If microwave Iysteme? What oth... trends
so. what frequency bands should be
are there that would affect the future
used in this mannerl'
use of the fixed service?
23. To what extent can satellites
duplicationofanYlpec~
28. N'I'lA la seeking informatioa on
designed for the mobile senicea be uaed how mach lpectrum will be required for
requirements information a.sociated
to meet requirements for remote
with PCS that may have been recently
future fixed I81'Vice OperatiODL Can
supplied iD the FCC'. PCS Docket. supra telephone serviceI' Can IODIe of the
fixed service requirements mJpate to
note S. 81 this information is available to current mobile aervice requirements for
bi&ber frequency bands In the future?
ule of the High Frequency (HF) band for What typea of applications .,. llloet
NTlA. What cetegoriH (e.g.• land.
longer distance commUDicationa be
Iibly at the h.lgher frequenc:i.. and
maritime, or satellite) require lpectrum
satisfied by the mobile-satellite service? which cannot be moved to hisber
and how much do they require? When
freq1l8DCieal What DeW modalation
wiU any additional lpectrum be required How much HF spectrum could be made
available for other applicationa? How
tedmiquea are being developed for fixed
or excesl be available? Do these
ahould INMARSAT apectrum
Hrvice apptications and what effect do
requirements pertain to specific
requirements for the mobile-satellite
these tecbniquas have on bandwidth.
geographic areas? Are there physical
service be factored into u.s. .pectrwD
channel capacity. and ~
limitations that preclude the use of
pl8DI? To what extent can LEO satellite reqDiremeDts?
particular portions of the radio
servicel ahare the same spectrum with
rI. NIlA is allO seeking .imilar
spectrum? What altemate means to
geostationary satellite services? To
information on ~a future UN of the
radio are available to meet this
what extent have WARC-92 deci.liona
ftxecHatellite service. What effect doee
telecommunication requirement? Do
satiafied future needs for tha mobileIncreaeed ftxed-aatellite lemce UN
thele requirements include any
satellite services? What is the impact of have on fixed service usel What trends
additional featurea (e.g.. need for
present allocation regulations upon
are there that affect the future UI8 of the
priority and preemptive capabilities)?
efficient use of the mobile service
fixed-satellite service (e.g., voice. data.
Would it be practical to reallocate
frequency banda?
and video trends)? What are tha trends
spectrum to the general mobile aervice.
concerning separate fixed-aatallite
2.
Fixed
and
Fixed-Satellite
Services
thereby permitting accommodation of all
aarvtce Iyttems (e.g.. PANAMSAT.
24. The fixed service is
categoriea of mobile uaer in the same
Columbia) performing the HJD8
"radiocommunication· • • between
bandl? Would the lIeneral mobile
functiOll8 allNTELSAT's intemational
service lead to greater and more uniform specified fixed points." .. Major UBerII of communicatiooa satellitee? What are
tha fixed lervice in the Unlted States
Ul88e of mobile service spectrum and
future pl8DI concernins very small
provide a Itimulant for the development Include common carrier. private
operational.
auxiliary
broadcaat.
and
of new and innovative servicea? What
I. Natlalllli Teiealmmuni<:ationllllDd Infannellon
cable TV relay service uaera. and the
are the requirementa for IUPport for
Admm\atralion. u.s. Dep·t of C o _ 8pKIaJ
Pub. No. It-a The N'I1A Infn _ _ R~:
mobile services involved in the national federal government. The federal
T~ In the As- 01 1nf_1ioD INgovernment UI. . II number of fixed
lecurity mission. including weapons
97 (Oct. 1118t).
aervice IYltams In its intemal cros..
aystem requirements?
I f Note that under cum!IIt FCC ruJ... unllHd
country voice and data communicationa 1Ic:enMe
muat be retumed to the FCC. See .7 CPR
21. What effect.will advances in
system.. the military U8e8 them for both %1.303(b). D.3O!. %3.411 (19ft, for _
curien.
services like cellular radio or personal
tactical and ItrategiC communications.
which require fCC approval to cIi_ttn. MrYIce.
communications aervicea have on
See aiM 47 CPR 73.17S0. 110.31. rtI.35. 10.157, 8U3
In addition to operations in the
(199t,. ,..,.".ctiYe/y. for the broedcalt ... dIo
traditional dispatch land-mobile
microwave and higher banda. there are
-w-. the ..fety and lpecial ...clio .me... the
services? 34 What are the implications
a number of continuins applications in
aviation ..me... the private .. nd mobil. ... dIG
the HF channels for aingle channel
"me... and the privata operational.flxed
mic:rvwaWl -w..
I I Intemalloaai Civil Avi.1ion arwanization.
emergency and message
. .. Tluttls. could the n!pl.cemmt by fiber optic
Council Action on Recommendation S/l of the 199t
communicationl. Alternatives to fixed

mobile-u.tellite .vvice caD .upport
land. maritime and aeronautical
operation. (including penonal
communication.). Syttema using
geOitationary or low-Earth orbit (LEO)
satellites are in place or being proposed
to provide usen with mobile service
over most of the Earth's surface. The
number of mobile-lateUlte service
systems that are being proposed and
developed indicates that this is a
significant growth area with Increased
spectrum requirements. For example. the
Intemational Civil Aviation
Organization (lCAO) assembly recently
endorsed the move away from a purely
terreltrial system for air traffic control
to the satellite-baled Future Air
Navigation Systeml (FANS).ss
20. We seek comments on the future
spectrum requirements for the mobile
services. We are Dot requesting

Air Navi8"lion Conimlllce (Uec. 11. 1118t,.
.. TheM ....-. tecimoiosiH a"" dlacuued In
greater detail infra "" ... ,. 57~
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cable In haM allow MOrins with other..m.. thet
could not be permltled In 11 ... 0' wh ..... mlc:row. .e
Iy.tecna a ... ltiU required?

